Abstract
Introduction
Denote [NI = (1, .., N } . A discrete m-dimensional space-filling curve of length N" is a bijective mapping Space-filling curves are useful in applications where a traversal (scan) of a multidimensional grid is needed. Some algorithms perform local computations on neighborhoods, or exploit spatial correlation present in the data, so the preservation of "locality" during the traversal is desirable. By "locality", we mean that the traversal reflects proximity between the points of [NI", namely that points close in [NI" are also close in the traversal order, and vice versa. Sam The little work on this topic to date has addressed only one direction of this question, namely, how to design space-filling curves such that points close in the multidimensional space are also close along the curve. In general, as we shall show later (Theorem a), this is impossible -for every space-filling curve C there will always be at least one pair of close points in [NIm which are very far apart along C . However, as these cases are rare, on the average, the situation will be much better. Perez, Kamata and Kawaguchi [6] quantify this using the average locality measure and show how to construct two-dimensional spacefilling curves which supposedly minimize this measure.
Mitchison and Durbin [5] investigate similar measures of locality, taking into account only short (unit) Euclidean distances. This is because they regard the grid as an abstract lattice graph, ignoring its underlying geometry. They treat general two-dimensional 
Interestingly anough, for the case q = 1, which may be compared to the measure (l) , the optimal mapping turns out to be quite different from that in [6] (it is not even a curve).
For the more interesting case q < 1, which deemphasizes longer distances along the curve, Mitchison and Durbin prove the lower bound and provide an explicit construction CN for any N with good, albeit suboptimal, locality. They conjecture that the optimal mapping must define a curve with a "fractal" character.
In this paper, we mainly address the converse question, i.e. to which extent can two points, which are close in the traversal order along the curve, be far apart in the multi-dimensional Euclidean metric. To quantify this, we use the following measures:
The use of the exponent m in ( 
L2(C).
Certain curve designs y a y be used to produce a family of curves for increasing values of N : C = {CN :
In this case, it is interesting to investigate the limits (with a slight abuse of notation)
N -w N+CU
Essentially, we show that, for any m-dimensional curve family C, if these limits exist, then L1(C) 2 2" -1, and L2(C) = 0.
Locality of Space-Filling Curves
In this section, we provide a lower bound on L1 and an upper bound on L2 for multi-dimensional spacefilling curves.
Proof: Consider the 2" corner points (1,N)" of the [NI" grid. Any space-filling curve must start at some arbitrary grid point, pass through these corner points in some order, and then end at an arbitrary grid point. Consider the increasing sequence of indices {Pi}d2,", of these corner points along any such ordering. Fig. 1 shows the two possible distinct orderings of these 4 indices for the case m = 2. The Euclidean distance between any two consecu-
P2n -PI 5 N m , there exists an 1 5 i < 2" such that Pi+l -Pi 5 Nm/(2" -1). For those two points we have Remark: For the two-dimensional case, the limit constant given by Theorem 1 is 3. By a computerized exhaustive search, we have improved this to 3.25, implying that the bound of Theorem 1 is not tight. This was achieved by considering all possible paths through a specific configuration of 9 points in the plane, analogously to the 4 corner points in the theorem proof. 
Theorem 2 If C is a discrete m-dimensional spacefilling curue on [NI", then L2(C) = O(N1--") .
Proof: Choose a segment S of C of length at least iN" and at most :N". By the isoperimetric inequality on the multi-dimensional grid [l] , the boundary of S , namely the set of grid points in S which have an immediate neighbor in C -S , denoted 8.9, satisfies Ids1 = O (N"-') . Form a list of the points of dS eorted by their position along C , and choose the point p at the middle of this list. The distance along C of p to the nearest endpoint of S must now be at least L$laSlJ. This distance bounds from below the distance along C between p and any of its neighbors in C -S. The Euclidean distance between such a pair is 1, and the distance along the curve is Q (N"-l) , implying L2(C) = O(N1-").
I 3 Hilbert Curves
The standard m-dimensional raster space-filling curve on [NI", denoted RE, does not have good locality properties, namely L1(RE) = s2(Nm-l) (see Fig.   2 ) . On the other hand, the Hilbert curve [2] is an excellent example of a locality-preserving space-filling curve. The m-dimensional Hilbert curve of order k, denoted H p , may be constructed recursively for any N = 2 k , as described in Fig. 3 There exists an integer T such that (2m)r-1 < n 5 (am). . The fact that once H r enters a grid quadrant of order r , it does not leave it until it has traversed all (2')" grid points in the quadrant, implies that the path must lie in the union of two adjacent quadrants containing (2')" grid points each. (If this were not true, the length of the path would be greater than It seems plausible that the Hilbert curves should also yield good results with respect to other measures of locality, such as that of Mitchison and Durbin [5] . These authors conjecture that the space-filling curve with optimal locality properties, measured by (2) with q < 1, must have a "fractal" character. Simulations performed by us show that, in agreement with this prediction, in some cases the (fractal) Hilbert curves indeed outperform their (non-fractal) construction.
In conclusion, we emphasize the practical implicatial correlation exists among the values of a discrete 2D data array, a 1D algorithm (such as that compressing a 1D data stream) may scan the the array along a Hilbert curve, and the loss in data correlation along the scan will be bounded. 6. g4r < n 5 4' : d2 < 5 ' 4', hence d2/n 5 6;.
Taking the largest of the locality measures among these cases establishes the upper bound on L l ( H 2 ) .
For the lower bound, the path illustrated in Fig. 4 gives a locality measure of 6(1-0(2-')). Indeed, for 
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